Bell 429

Bell’s new light twin nears FAA certification
by R. Randall Padfield

By the time you read this, it is likely that Bell Helicopter will have received Transport Canada type certification for its twin-turbine Bell 429 light helicopter. Though not quite as likely, the FAA might also have validated Transport Canada’s TC, since the U.S. agency has been following the process closely. The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) is expected to do its own validation a few weeks later, after EASA pilots do their own certification flight testing.

Anticipating the imminent type certification, Bell Helicopter invited four aviation journalists to its assembly facility in Mirabel, Quebec, in May for Bell 429 briefing and demonstration flights. The flights took place in Bell 429 S/N 57002 (C-FTNB), which the company brought to the Paris Air Show last month to fly in the daily flight display and provide more demonstration flights. This “mostly production aircraft” will eventually be sold to a customer.

The 429’s flight-test program has accumulated more than 1,800 hours using two prototypes and three pre-production aircraft since the first prototype flew on Feb. 27, 2006. When Bell announced the 429 in February 2005 at Heli-Expo in Anaheim, Calif., the company estimated it would receive Transport Canada and FAA certification in the first quarter of 2007 and begin first deliveries later that year. As Neil Marshall, Bell Helicopter program director for the Model 429 and MAPL (modular affordable product line), explained, “The delayed certification of the 429 has been a talking point for the last year or so. We wanted to hit the mark with this aircraft—to under-promise and over-deliver—and I think the only area we missed was the schedule. It has taken a bit longer than expected.”

By the end of this year, Bell expects to deliver eight to ten 429s and have three or four in customer service. The first aircraft will be going to U.S. armed operator Air Methods, which will fly the helicopter for an undisclosed hospital. Ramping up to a full production rate of 96 in 2012, Bell is planning some 40 deliveries next year and 70 to 80 in 2011, Marshall said.

A Brand-new Design

While the 429’s resemblance to its Bell 206 JetRanger heritage is unmistakable, Bell officials insist “the 429 is essentially brand new.” Conceptual work on the 429 began in 2003 after Bell accepted that its twin-turbine, dual-pilot IFR Bell 247, certified in 1999, did not meet the needs of air medical operators, who wanted single-pilot IFR capability, better performance and a flat-floored, open cabin with room for two patients on stretchers and two attendants. Company executives looked to the MAPL research team for a solution and found the modular cabin design well into development. That led to a decision to scrap plans for the 427i, which would have brought some of the above improvements to the 427 design. (Production of the 427 will end later this year as 429 deliveries increase.)

Though the Bell 429 is being certified as a light helicopter under FAR Part 27 (which limits mtow to 7,000 pounds), Bell contends that its cabin is closer in size to that of an 8,000-to-9,000-pound intermediate-size helicopter, which would be certified under Part 29. “We see the 429’s cabin size as comparable to the [Eurocopter] EC 145’s and about 30 percent larger than the EC 135’s and [Agusta] A109’s cabins,” Marshall said. While various factors make precise comparisons of these helicopters’ cabin volumes difficult, there’s no doubt the 429’s 204-cu-ft cabin is a huge improvement over the 427’s 102-cu-ft cabin. Regarding price, Marshall said, “The 429’s price is just slightly higher than that of the EC 135 and much less than the 145’s and 109’s pricing.”

Useful load of the 429 when certified will be 2,590 pounds, though Bell expects to increase this to 2,640 pounds. Eurocopter reports the useful loads for the EC 135 and 145 as 3,208 pounds and 3,953 pounds, respectively. Marshall explained that the 429’s useful load includes the weight of equipment for single-pilot IFR, two pilot seats, six passenger seats and a standard interior, while the Eurocopter numbers do not. He said, “We have established that the EC 135 has about 120 pounds more useful load today than the 429, when compared apples-to-apples. But the 429 has greater speed, hover performance, fuel capacity and range.” He also said the 429 already meets most Part 29 requirements, simplifying certification of future, heavier derivatives. Currently, the aircraft seats a maximum of six in the cabin and two in the cockpit.

The 429’s flat floor and wide-open cabin (an aluminum sub-structure with graphite skins) provide mission flexibility unmatched in previous Bell light helicopters. Engineers opened up the space by eliminating the vertical structure behind the cockpit seats (the “broom closet” that holds the flight-control rods in earlier Bells) by routing the control rods...
Bell experimental test pilot Leopold Meslin demonstrated the preflight walkaround of the Bell 429, which is straightforward. Most checklist items are visible from the ground and there are viewing ports for oil levels so that no panels require opening. Steps and handholds integrated into the fuselage allow inspection of the upper section and rotor head without a ladder.

The real action starts in the cockpit. The 16.5-inch pilots’ seats are adjustable fore and aft and include an adjustable lumbar cushion. The right seat put me in perfect position to the controls and I was comfortable during the 90 minutes or so that I occupied the seat, though I was grateful I could adjust the lumbar cushion about halfway through the flight.

Dominated by the instrument panel are the Rogerson Kratos flat-panel displays. S/N 57002 (C-FTNB), has three such displays, while a standard, single-pilot IFR 429 would have only two. As with most newer glass cockpits, the screens in front of the pilots are designated as primary flight displays, while the screen in the center is the multi-function display. Meslin explained several features of the system, including its integrated caution advisory system, multiple-fail reversionary modes (meaning one screen will display all information if the others fail), system synoptic pages, checklists, electronic logbook, chip-detector history and built-in test equipment for continuous in-flight monitoring.

**When You Must Land Right Away**

The fewer “land ASAP” emergencies in any aircraft’s emergency checklist, the better. Here is a summary of what the Bell 429 has for “land as soon as possible” and “land as soon as practicable.” Not indicated is dual engine failure, which would obviously result in an immediate autorotation and landing.

**Land as soon as possible**
- Engine fire
- Total loss of transmission oil pressure
- Transmission oil temperature hot
- Main gearbox chip detected again after using the fuzz burner.
- Loss of one hydraulic system (oil pressure)
- Rotor brake warning light on.
- Tail-rotor chip detected.

**Land as soon as practicable**
- Single engine failure
- Electronic engine control unit (ECU) failure, or degraded, or engine in manual mode.
- Engine indication and crew alert system (Eicas) mis-compare (invalid information detected between sources)
- Engine oil hot
- Engine oil pressure low
- Engine fuel pressure low
- Fuel hot, cold or low
- Dual or single generator failure
- Engine or transmission chip detectors inoperative
- Emergency or essential Bus 1 or 2 (loss of electrical power to emergency or essential buses)

Though it won’t be available until post-certification, the system includes a page that allows the pilot to input weights and then automatically calculates weight-and-balance. A standard 1/O bus is available for easy up- and downloading to aircraft maintenance computers. This aircraft also features a Garmin 530 and a 430, instead of the standard two 430s. It is equipped with a four-axis Sagem autopilot in place of the standard three-axis autopilot.

The single most important feature of the MFD for pilots is the power situation indicator, or PSI, which provides a measure of torque (Tq), gas-producer rpm (N1) and measured gas temperature (MGT). The indicator shows both a numeric readout and a digital version of a “steam gauge” dial display, automatically displays the particular parameter that is reaching a limit first and then changes color from green to yellow to red as it goes into the max continuous, transient, takeoff and maximum limits.

The checklist up to engine start requires surprisingly little button pushing, not much more than switching on the battery. Most of the time seems spent waiting for various systems to run their self-checks, which the pilot or pilots can monitor on the MFD. Engine start is as automatic as it gets: rotor brake off, twist-grip throttle on the collective to the idle position, hit the start switch and watch the PSI as it monitors how well the Pratt & Whitney Canada PW207D1’s faedc regulates the start. Then start the second engine the same way. After it’s running at idle, increase the twist-grips to the flight position and watch rotor rpm increase to 100 percent on the PSI.

During my one-hour sortie in the right seat, I flew normal and max-performance takeoffs, steep climbs, turns and descents, an acceleration to maximum airspeed and several traffic patterns, including one with a simulated single engine failure. During this flight and a second one while I rode in the cabin, I watched Meslin demonstrate a coupled, four-axis ILS approach and go-around at Mirabel International, an out-of-ground-effect hover, a simulated autorotation with power recovery and more precise steep turns than I had done. The field-of-view from both the cockpit and the cabin is superb. Lifting into the hover gives the first indication of the stability of the 429. The stability control augmentation system (SCAS) dampens external and internal (pilot-induced) turbulence, giving the helicopter the feel of a much larger and heavier machine. The 429 lifts off the ground almost skids level, just slightly nose high and with no discernible latitudinal preference. Solid control and stability while hovering and in sideward and backward flight made my lack of recent helicopter time irrelevant.

Meslin described the standard takeoff from a hover as a level acceleration past 25 knots and a climb at 60 knots (Vy). For category A takeoffs Vy is 45 knots. Normal speed on downwind is 120 knots, approach speed 60 knots and normal landing descent angle from 5 to 8 degrees. Minimum speed IFR is 45 knots, helicopter instrument approaches are flown at 70 knots and normal instrument approaches at 70 to 130 knots. Initial go-around and missed-approach speed is 70 knots. Normal autorotation speed is 60 to 100 knots.

Most of our flying was near maximum takeoff weight, but a doubt, this helicopter has a lot of power (see tables “Bell 429 Specifications and Performance” and “Some Observed In-flight Numbers”). The live-mounted vibration dampers on the main gearbox do an efficient job of reducing vibration so that cruising at 140 knots is perfectly comfortable and even at 150 knots is not bad at all, though I’d expect it would get fatiguing after an hour or so.

Despite being somewhat rusty, I quickly became comfortable with the flight controls and found flying the 429 a delight. The systems were another matter for me. As intuitive as the flat screens may be, I felt myself behind the aircraft for much of the time. When Meslin flew the ILS approach, for example, he did it essentially as a single pilot, as I could do little more than watch him and look for traffic. I know learning the systems and procedures is a matter of training and flight time, and I suspect that active helicopter pilots with good turbine experience—in particular those with Bell experience—will have little difficulty making the transition to the 429.

I can safely say that Bell Helicopter has not at long last, designed a real light-twin contender for its product line-up. —R.R.P.
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clamshell doors on other helicopters, the 429’s rear doors open wide and then slide forward using hinges cleverly designed to hold them parallel with the fuselage. Under development is an optional guard for the tail rotor, which is primarily of interest to operators selecting the aft-fuselage doors and, according to Marshall, a preference of armed operators in Europe and Asia. In addition to cost, the guard will extract a weight and possibly a performance penalty.

Versatility describes the 429’s open cabin. Shown here are 18.5-in. seats in the front row and 21.5-in. seats in the back. Removing the back wall provides enough room for two stretchers and two attendants.

Power comes from two Pratt & Whitney Canada PW207D1/D2 faec-controlled engines, each rated at 620 shp for takeoff, essentially the same PW207D turboshafts in the Bell 427, which has a takeoff rating of 550 shp. The -D1 version is standard, while the -D2 version comes with an optional fuel-oil heater, which eliminates the need for anti-ice additive in the fuel.

The 429’s main gearbox is rated at 1,100 shp for takeoff (compared with 800 shp for the 427) and Bell has run it without oil during a ground test for an unspecified length of time. The helicopter also features a new four-blade, rigid, composite main rotor, upgraded 407/427-style composite main rotor hub, four-blade, composite tail rotor; graphite tail boom and graphite tail-rotor driveshaft. Also standard are dual hydraulics, three-axis Safran Sagem Avionics autopilot, two Rogerson Kratos flat-panel flight displays, and two Garmin GNS 430s with Waas capability. The skids are embedded in the fuselage, in part to provide better aerodynamics. Optional wheeled landing gear, now in detailed design, is expected to fly next year, be available in 2011 and increase max cruise speed by three knots.

The long list of Bell 429 kits and options (in addition to those already mentioned) includes air conditioning; floats (with or without a life raft); cargo hook (rated at 3,000 pounds); a rescue hoist (rated for 600-pound loads and operating outside the skids); a second engine fire extinguishing bottle; searchlight; dual controls; four-axis autopilot; a third Rogerson Kratos display; GNS 530 (with Waas); and weather radar.

LOIs Soon Converting to Purchase Agreements

Bell currently holds letters of intent (LOIs) for 301 multi-mission 429s, and the company will begin converting them to purchase agreements as soon as it receives type certification. While the LOIs are backed by $125,000 refundable deposits, their conversion to firm orders will require customers to add another $125,000 deposit, with the subsequent $250,000 total deposit becoming nonrefundable. At the same time, Bell plans to announce a revised price for the aircraft, now quoted at $4.865 million (2007 $).

According to Marshall, “Traditionally, we get a 95-percent conversion rate of our letters of intent,” although he admitted the current state of economies around the world could have a negative effect on this rate. Last year, Bell was reporting LOIs for more than 350 copies of the 429; as late as February this year, it reported 330.

Of today’s LOIs, North American customers account for 117 helicopters (about 40 percent), 76 (25 percent) are from Europe/Africa/Middle East customers, 59 (20 percent) from Asia/Pacific and the remainder (49, 16 percent) from Latin America. With deliveries of the 301 helicopters so far spoken for expected to stretch through 2013, Marshall said many customers have yet to indicate specific missions for their aircraft. Thus far, 71 are tagged for armed operations, 49 for utility/offshore and 17 for law enforcement. Bell has grouped the other 164 as corporate, other or unspecified.

Customer pilot and mechanic training is due to start in September at the Bell Helicopter Customer Academy in Fort Worth. Frasca International is building the Bell 429 level 7 flight training device.